
Conservative David Gregory Unveils Missouri’s Deportation Plan.

St. Louis County, MO — Conservative candidate for Missouri Senate David Gregory today
announced a Missouri deportation plan. Under the Gregory Plan illegal immigrants captured in
Missouri would be incarcerated indefinitely until they are deported by the federal government or
vetted and released by the Parole Board.

“Waiting until illegal aliens commit a violent crime is costing Americans their lives. Our state
needs to step up and protect our women and children from violence before it happens. Under
this Plan, we will remove the threat to Missourians.” The Parole Board then has the legal
authority to vet and release illegal aliens that are truly seeking asylum or are not determined to
be a threat to Missourians.

The Gregory Plan is available here: https://gregoryformissouri.com/the-gregory-plan

“We’re just getting warmed up. Under our plan, illegal immigrants caught and deported will lose
rights to any future legal citizenship such as voting rights, driving privileges, state and federal
benefits, and all other government redistribution handouts.” Gregory continued, “The game is
over! With our plan, Joe Biden and Democrats will no longer have the ability to provide amnesty
as a way of buying and incentivizing votes.”

Since Joe Biden took office and opened the southern border more than 9 million illegal
immigrants have entered the country, about 1 million more than the entire citizen population of
the state of Missouri. Of those 7-8 million, there are an estimated 77,000 illegal immigrants living
in Missouri today.

“Joe Biden should have militarized the border by now to protect America and Missouri from this
invasion. Biden’s refusal leaves no choice but to take matters in our own hands,” said Gregory.

“It’s time for Missouri to start doing the hard work in stopping the illegal immigration crisis and
force Joe Biden and the federal government’s hand. When Trump retakes the White House,
we’re going to have these criminals gift wrapped and ready for deportation,” said Gregory.

Gregory concluded, “President Biden is responsible for the flood of dangerous illegal immigrants
into this country and the resulting crime and economic problems facing many of our states and
he has no intention of solving the problem. I know it, the US Border Patrol Union knows it, and
the American people do, too. With this immigration policy, the state of Missouri will be at the
forefront of taking back our freedom and security. We will be the solution."

David Gregory is an investigative attorney and accountant. In 2016, he was elected to the
Missouri House of Representatives where he served from 2017 to 2023. He is now a republican
candidate in State Senate District 15, which covers most of west St. Louis County. For more
information, go to GregoryForMissouri.com.
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